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F E A T U R E S / B E N E F I T S

Strategically Hidden
Unique, hidden design blends into any ceiling  
without compromising architectural aesthetic 

Self Contained
Self contained unit includes speaker, enclosure,  
and mounting system

Adaptive Dispersion Lens
Patented waveguide with user selectable Adaptive  
Dispersion Lenses up to 130°

Optional Color Match Process Via DesignLab™
AtlasIED’s optional DesignLab™ color match process 
provides visual continuity in all ceilings. Custom match  
the color and blend the texture of any ceiling

Multiple Lens Options
Three included lens configurations allow for various 
applications and ceiling heights

Easy Installation
SHS speakers are simple to install in-ceiling, on-wall,  
or as a pendent to fit any location 

The Strategically Hidden Speaker is designed to blend 
into the aesthetic of any ceiling while retaining optimal 
sound performance. Ideally suited for sound masking, 
background music, and paging applications, the SHS 
comes in a variety of form-factors and mounting options 
to fit any environment.
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S H S - 6 T 2
AtlasIED’s SHS-6T2 Strategically Hidden Speaker, a 4.5" 2-way coaxial driver inside a concealed 
enclosure, provides high-definition sound. SHS-6T2 can be used in background music, paging, and 
sound masking systems. An integrated rail system, with adjustable tile rails built into the enclosure, 
requires no rail screws for installation.

Hide the SHS In Virtually Any Ceiling
DesignLab™ by AtlasIED is a custom print process that takes the SHS from well-hidden to completely 
camouflaged in virtually any ceiling. Using an incredibly accurate UV-printer, AtlasIED is able to match 
colors and patterns so the SHS can blend into any environment.

S H S - 3 T 2
AtlasIED's SHS-3T2 Strategically Hidden Speaker, a 2.25" full range speaker with multiple mounting 
options (in-ceiling, wall/surface mount, or pendent mount), offers a compact design with minimal 
visual intrusiveness. SHS-3T2 is perfect for paging, background music, or sound masking appli-
cations. Additionally, when used with an AtlasIED Z-Series High-Definition Acoustical System, the 
speakers can be daisy chained to the Z-Series source unit using Cat5e cable.

S H S - L F
The SHS-LF is a Strategically Hidden Sub-woofer designed to complement the sound quality of the 
SHS-6T2 and SHS-3T2 to provide low frequencies where high quality, full-spectrum audio is required. 
The SHS-LF is particularly suited for venues where hi-fidelity music is used to enhance guest experi-
ence. The SHS-LF uses the same rail system as the SHS-6T2, ensuring quick and easy installation. 
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